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EDUCATION   
 
2013-14 University of Aberdeen         MSc Oil and Gas Engineering 

Course included: Energy Technologies, Fundamental Concepts in Safety 
Engineering, Geosciences in Exploration and Production, Project Management, 
Oil and Gas Chemistry, Facilities Engineering and Flow Assurance. 
 
Knowledge gained: Technology levers, geochemistry, basin analysis, exploration processes. 
Gained an extensive overview of well and reservoir engineering and the oil and gas sector. 
 

Dissertation: “Subsea Leak Detection Technologies”.  The main object of this dissertation is 

to review subsea leak detection technologies available in the market and recommend a 
strategy that can be used in bridging the limitations/gaps identified in those technologies.  
 
2011-12                  University of Leeds              BEng Petroleum Engineering (First class)  

Course included: Reservoir Performance Modeling, Drilling and Production Technologies, 
Petroleum Reservoir Engineering, Petroleum Reservoir Architectures (Field class) and 
Formation Evaluation.  
 
Project: the final design project of my undergraduate course was in a team of 8 and the key 
aims are to construct a North Sea offshore Brent type field reservoir development plan for a 
specific type of reservoir; design production and refining plants and plan for the facilities, 
logistics and economics. The project has increased my team working ability and improved 
my communication skills. I also, experienced project organization and management. From 
Drilling and production technology I’m enhancing my knowledge with regards to the 
techniques and equipment used in petroleum drilling. 

 
2008-09 Foundation Year at University of Leeds (AAB) 

Subjects: English, Physics, Physics Laboratory, Mechanics, Thermodynamics and 

Electromagnet.  

WORK EXPERIENCE 
2006 -2007                                Phone shop Sales Assistant                                                        

 Handling customer queries and complaints in a friendly manner.  

 Advising customers about new products and promotions to achieve sales targets.  

 Worked effectively under pressure during peak sale periods and promotions.  

  Ensuring the till sales are processed and correct at the end of the day.  

 This position allowed me to develop my customer service, communication, problem 
solving and team work skills. 

 
2004-2006                         Supervision, Family construction business 

 Supervising and inspecting the works with a view to ensuring that they are carried out 
to the standard contracted for.  

 Preparing weekly reports about the construction progress and ensuring work is carried 
out according to the project schedule.  

 Providing workers with Food. 

Phone : 092-6637089 

Email: nourden3@yahoo.com 

Nationality: Libyan 



 Construction site supervision helped me to develop my communication, listening, 
performance management, relationship awareness between staff and client and time 
management skills. 

 
SKILLS  

 
Technical:  Advanced software skills, including all Microsoft applications, Roxar Tempest 

and PipeSim. 

Languages: Fluent in English and Arabic. 

Communication: I developed excellent communication skills both through working as a 
Phone salesman in Libya. Communication skills have also been vital in my role as team 
leader in my final undergraduate team project. My university course is also assessed on 
verbal communication, and I regularly give presentations of my work to my peers. 
 
Business awareness: Gained an excellent understanding of the oil and gas sector and 

issues currently affecting oilfield production while undertaking the BEng  programme in 
Leeds 
 
Teamwork: I am proactive when working in a team and often take a lead role. For my final 
year group project, I took on the role of chairperson and was responsible for directing the 
group and ensuring we achieved a successful outcome and delivered the project on time. 
 
Problem solving: While working in phone sales shop, my problem solving mindset ensured 

that I provided continually high standards of customer service when responding to queries or 
sourcing products in store. My problem solving skills have also helped me in dealing with 
customer complaints in a calm and rational manner.  
 
PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS 
 

 I am an active member of the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE); offering me a 

unique opportunity to contribute to the profession through programs and activities. 

Also enabling me to access journals and articles of the highest caliber, attend 

workshops and conferences concerned with the Oil and Gas industry. Also, network 

with professionals and students within my field and discuss the latest developments 

concerning the Oil & Gas industry.  

 Energy Institute, UK. 

INTERESTS/ACTIVITIES 

I am keen on sports in particular football, swimming and cycling where I have represented 
my school. I have organised football games and a tournament from which money was raised 
for Libyan crisis in 2011. Additionally, I enjoy travelling and have visited countries such as 
Turkey, Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco. From which I embraced many different cultures and 
met people from various backgrounds. 
 
Current Affairs: Interested in keeping up to date with current affairs and particularly issues 

related to the environment and renewable energies to complement my current knowledge. 
 
REFEREES: Available on request  


